2004 lincoln ls problems

Lincoln LS owners have reported a total of 1, problems for their cars built in the 7 model years
listed in the chart below. The chart shows the number of problems reported across all service
years for each given model year of the Lincoln LS. The Lincoln LS cars have the most problems
reported problems. The following chart shows the 25 most common problems for Lincoln LS
cars. The number one most common problem is related to the vehicle's suspension problems.
The second most common problem is related to the vehicle's engine and engine cooling
problems. It would not be fair to compare the Lincoln LS of an older model year to newer model
years since older vehicles have been in service longer and thus are expected to have more
problems. In order to compare the reliability across LS model years, we use the PPMY index
which is defined as the problems reported per thousand vehicles per Year. A smaller PPMY
index indicates greater reliability of the given model year cars. Another way to measure the
reliability across the model years of the Lincoln LS is to use the total number of problems
reported during the vehicle's first year in service, as shown in the Table 4. Car Problems. Table
1. Total number of problems by model year for Lincoln LS. Table 2. Common problems of
Lincoln LS. Table 3. Table 4. Number of problems in vehicle's; first service year. Engine And
Engine Cooling. Air Bag. Power Train. Electrical System. Vehicle Speed Control. Service Brakes.
Show more problems Exterior Lighting. Other Fuel System. Gasoline Fuel System. Unknown Or
Other. Electronic Stability Control. Seat Belt. Parking Brake. Traction Control System. Interior
Lighting. Air Brake. Six problems related to automatic transmission have been reported for the
Lincoln LS. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of the Lincoln LS based on all problems reported for the LS. I
have a Lincoln Ls with a little over 96, This car has been giving problem with acceleration. When
I push the gas, the car hesitate as it switch gear. I have taken to the dealership and they said,
it's the transmission so I took it to a transmission shop and they said, no problem with the
transmission so I took it to auto electric shop and they said, "there's nothing wrong with car"
but I have still have the same problem. I am so frustrated and I will never purchase another car.
Is car is a lemon. I own a Lincoln Ls v8 with 55, miles. When I shift into reverse it creates a
harsh sound, like the transmission is going to fall out. My "check transmission" light came on
will be taking it to the dealership. I have been researching transmission problems on Ls and
seems to be extremely common manufacturing problem. Something must be done!. The failure
occurred when shifting gears between third and fourth gears and pressing the accelerator
pedal. He stated that he would be driving speeds from 25mph to 60 mph at the time of the
failures. The contact took the car to the dealer, and they told him that what he was experiencing
was normal, and they replaced a sensor in the transmission. The contact owns a Lincoln Ls.
The contact stated that when accelerating from a complete stop, the vehicle would hesitate
before engaging and would then jerk abnormally. In addition, the vehicle would stall
intermittently without warning. The dealer performed a diagnosis and determined that the
throttle box and transmission were defective. The throttle box was replaced and the computer
was reprogrammed although the dealer advised he was unable to determine why the vehicle
was stalling. The vehicle was repaired but the failures recurred. The VIN was unavailable. The
failure mileage was 23, and the current mileage was 95, The contact stated that when
depressing the accelerator, the vehicle would hesitate and then jerk abnormally. In addition, the
vehicle would proceed with limited power and would exhibit signs of stalling attempts. The
vehicle was taken to the dealer several times where numerous unknown repairs were made to
the vehicle but to no avail. The failure mileage was 20, and the current mileage was 80, Check
engine light appeared code tp sensor. In Jan the consumer received a notification in the mail
which stated the vehicle was filled at the assembly plant with a transmission fluid formulation
that, over time may cause delayed and harsh reverse transmission engagement. The consumer
decided to take the vehicle to the dealership, until the vehicle all of a sudden went into limp
mode. The vehicle nearly stalled at an intersection and it would hardly accelerate above 30 mph.
The consumer experienced other problems such as a failing headliner, the steering was
squeaking and the cabin filter light stayed illuminated. The cd player was not operating
properly. The consumer stated the vehicle hesitated when accelerating, and when removing
pressure from the accelerator to coast. The consumer stated his vehicle now has scratches and
indentations in the rear bumper from when the vehicle shifted abruptly and hit a parked vehicle.
Car Problems. Automatic Transmission problem 1. Automatic Transmission problem 2.
Automatic Transmission problem 3. Automatic Transmission problem 4. Automatic
Transmission problem 5. Automatic Transmission problem 6. Automatic Transmission
problems 6. Power Train problems. Transmission Solenoid problems. Automatic Transmission
Control Module problems. Manual Transmission problems. Differential Unit problems. Worried
about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon
odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three

repairs. To see how frequently Lincoln LS problems occur, check out our car reliability stats. All
years. Lincoln LS repairs by problem area. Lincoln LS transmission repair cost distribution. See
most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on 8 repair trips. The
repair cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips
that include maintenance. Added transmission fluid and tightened transmission clamps.
Performed transmission recalls, reset PCM. Had to be replaced. Total transmission failure. Has
been a very good car, still looks great, drives well, averaged 25 mpg. Sorry to let it go! Replaced
with MKZ Sport. See TrueDelta's information for all Sedans. See TrueDelta's information for all
Lincoln models. Lincoln LS Transmission Problems See our lemon odds and nada odds page to
see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. Check transmission light
on. Road tested, could not reproduce hard downshift, but noted hard upshift. Wheel bearing
went bad on right driver's side wheel. Vehicle's transmission had not been serviced and fluid
filter clogged. Transmission slipping, at k I will not attempt to repair. A smooth, comfortable
American sedan with a good heart, but it lacks the refinement and athleticism of its competition.
Available styles include Luxury 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands
of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to
help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply
research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Lincoln LS. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Manual transmission no longer offered, build
quality lags behind German and Japanese competitors, not as nimble as other sport sedans in
its class. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Minor suspension and transmission upgrades provide less noise and smoother shifts. Sirius
Satellite Radio is now a dealer-installed option. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I
have only had this car a couple weeks but I am so in love!! Moon roof! It had 70, miles on it
when I bought it, 9yrs old, and looks and runs like brand new, my friends cant are still asking
me, what year is your car again? Read less. Perfect Sedan for 2 Years Now! We bought this car
used in while I was expecting our first child. I would not settle for a vehicle if safety was in
question. The comfort and space were perfect for my back and belly! The driver side easy-exit
seat was awesome! I felt safe riding home from the hospital with my new born daughter.
Coming up on needing new tires. Apart from that I have had No Issues and it has been a
blessing. Wish it handled better though. When my daughter is not with me I'd like a more
exciting drive, but it might be best that it doesn't handle like a sports car You'll Love This Car!
Tim R. Purchased a used 18, mi. Had absolutely no problems so far 42k mi. Very well "built"
luxur
97 infiniti
2006 mitsubishi 380
93 camaro
y sports sedan. Highly recommend this car because of value, quality and performance. If your
seeking a nice used luxury sports sedan at an "affordable" price, then this car should be on
your "list". The car runs fine on 89 octane mid gasoline, although 91 octane suggested by
factory. I was pleased then and am still pleased after K. The handling is what sold me on this
model Lincoln. City driving is not so good. Lincoln need to bring this model back. Some factory
warranties were still in effect after my regular warranty had expired. When the service
department told me that it would be no cost, I was quite pleased. I have had no major problems
and hope to drive this one until another one appear in the show windows. See all reviews of the
Used Lincoln LS. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk
Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the LS. Sign Up.

